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                 Free Jazz Opinion Give us at least 100 words to explain your thoughts and opinions in your own words.  In this unit we have heard both Miles Davis and John Coltrane go from a relatively conventional h                Free Jazz Opinion Give us at least 100 words to explain your thoughts and opinions in your own words.  In this unit we have heard both Miles Davis and John Coltrane go from a relatively conventional h

                Ornette Coleman  Free jazz and Avante -Garde  Miles Davis and John Coltrane both had musical trajectories that went from “tonal ” music using set  melodies, chord progressions and rhythms to a more “free ” style in which many of those elements were  much more loosely adhered to. Coltrane ’s “A Love Supreme ” was set up as a four movement suite and  ostinato ’s (repeating lines ) were used to give the tunes form and continuity. Miles Davis ’ “Bitches Brew ”  and subsequent albums used repeating bass lines and rhythms.  Some artists w anted to take this to the next logical step which is  totally “free ” music. The idea here is to provide no limits,  boundaries , or lines with which to bass or rest rict your  improvisations to. Ornette Coleman (1930 -present) is per haps  the founding father of this style .  Coleman would often provide a loose melody and maybe some  chords for his musicians but his instructions were to use those for the beginning of the tune but then go wherever you felt the music should go.  Most of the public couldn ’t get behind this approach and viewed  it a “random noise ” or “self -indulgent nonsense ”. Coleman still plays today and some of his tunes have  become “standards ” so maybe he had the last laugh.  Other prominent players in the Avante -Garde/Free Jazz movement are Alber Ayler , Archid Shepp, Cecil  Taylor, Sun Ra, The Art Ensemble of Chicago and Anthony Braxton.            
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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